Population study of expression of thymidylate synthase and dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase in patients with solid tumors.
Thymidylate synthase (TS) and dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase (DPD) has been suggested to be sensitivity-limiting factors of 5-fluorouracil therapy in cancer patients. We conducted a large-scale population study on the activity of TS and DPD in patients with various solid tumors. A total of 2590 clinically removed tumors, consisting of 1112 colon, 724 gastric, 520 breast, and 236 non-small cell lung cancers, were provided to measure TS and DPD activity. TS activity in the gastric, colon, and non-small cell lung cancers was significantly higher than in matched non-cancerous tissue (P<0.0002), but there was no difference in TS expression between tumor and non-cancerous tissue from breast cancer patients. Gastric, breast, and non-small cell lung cancers showed significantly higher DPD activity than their corresponding non-cancerous tissues, but colon cancers did not. There was no correlation between TS activity and DPD activity, and thus each enzyme was considered to be an independent sensitivity-limiting factor for 5-fluorouracil therapy. The median TS activity and median DPD activity in all specimens including gastric, colorectal, breast, and non-small cell lung cancers tested were 0.041 and 110.1 pmol/mg protein, respectively. We classified each of the type of carcinoma into 4 groups by using the median activity of TS and DPD as the cutoff values: a low TS/low DPD group, high TS/low DPD group, low TS/high DPD group, and high TS/high DPD group. About 50% of the gastric, 47% of the colon, 70% of the breast and 30% of the non-small cell lung cancers had high TS activity, and 60% of the gastric, 40% of the colon, 48% of the breast, and 87% of the lung cancers had high DPD activity. Moreover, breast cancer was characterized by high TS activity and lung cancer by high DPD activity as compared with gastric and colon cancers, and their high activity levels may influence to the effectiveness of 5-fluorouracil against cancers of these organs. The results for expression of TS and DPD in clinically dissected tumors would be useful to estimate the efficacy of 5-fluorouracil in the treatment of cancer patients.